Guidance Department

Audra Jeffries, Director

Amy Lundgren (A-Cok, IB, College Visits)

Jenny Barringer (Col-God Counselor, 9th Grade Truancy)

Frederick Barber (Goi-Kel, SOL Testing)

Denita Bottoms (Ken-Pan, AVID, 10th-11th Grade Truancy)

Valerie Lamb (Par-Spel, SpecEd, Governor’s School, PSAT, A.P.)

Kelly Morgan (Spen-Z, CCST, ISAEP, Scholarships)

Valerie Cabrejos (Secretary)

Kim Parker (SOL Testing Clerk)

Apollos Hall (Access Advisor)

Lynne Savoy (Graduation Coach, GED, 12th Grade Truancy)